**CAGEMEN DEFEAT BROWN**

**SPORTS EXHIBITION GIVEN TONIGHT IN WALKER GYM**

Various Winter Athletic Teams Will Show Prowess

In Annual Sports Display

**BOLANOS TO MEET JAMESON IN THE BOXING FEATURE**

Gym Team Will Give Display Led by Catone, Ford, and Dolloff

**BASKETBALL TEAM PLAYS**

Among the features of the annual Sports Night exhibition given at 7:30 tonight in the Tech Arena will be the display by the gym team. Coach John A. Morgan will be assisted by the first-string varsity team, Captains George A. Jameson, "Ddub" Dolloff, New England collegiate wrestling-rival and Jack Freeman, getting, pinning, and choking the arrival who is one of the stars on the basketball team. The rules will be followed by a special match between members of the "Spring" Captains John Dolloff and Jameson with the list of boxers who will be appearing. As a climax for Technology's Sports this season, the varsity team kept the ball in Beaver territory nearly all veteran line-up, with Margolies and Peterson defense, and either Hall at left wing, Lucey at center, or May at goodbye. Nearly all veteran line-up, with Margolies and Peterson defense, and either Hall at left wing, Lucey at center, or May at goodbye.

**Professor Morris**

**TO OPEN POPULAR SCIENCE LECTURES**

Well-known Geologist to Talk On His Experiences in the Gobi Desert

"A Geologist's Travels in the Gobi Desert," the subject of the first popular science lecture of the year, will be presented to the Society of Arts, aimed at the scientific knowledge among the people. Dr. W. Barton Rogers was the speaker of the lecture this afternoon, his address being the title of the lecture. The Society of Arts, sponsor of the lecture, is the oldest in the country, with the purpose of disseminating scientific knowledge among the people. The lecture was presented to the audience.

**HOCKEY TEAM SET FOR OPENING OF SEASON TONIGHT**

Nearly All Veteran Line-up With Two Exceptions—R. U. Old Rivals

As a climax for Technology's Sports this season, the varsity team kept the ball in Beaver territory nearly all veteran line-up, with Margolies and Peterson defense, and either Hall at left wing, Lucey at center, or May at goodbye. Nearly all veteran line-up, with Margolies and Peterson defense, and either Hall at left wing, Lucey at center, or May at goodbye.

**COLLEGE NIGHT ON PAGE 76**

**Gives First Popular Science Talk Today**

**A. I. E. E. WILL HOLD FIRST MEETING OF ITS LATEST DINNER SERIES**

Technical Papers Will Be Presented and Discussed By Students

Papers have been completed for a meeting of the A. I. E. E. Student Branch of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers to be held tonight at 6 o'clock in the North Hall. The meeting will begin with a dinner which will be followed by the presentation and discussion of two papers.

"Buckley Jones Prize" is the title of the first paper to be presented. It will be followed by a paper on "Switchboard Protection," which will be presented by a student of the electrical engineering department.

The meeting will be the first of a series of this type of meetings, at which the students will present papers and papers of interest to the profession, and papers of interest in the discussion of technical subjects.

**EXCELLENT SCHEDULE**

As a citizen for Technology's Sports Night tonight, the hockey team will make Boston University in the Boston Area. The boys are set for an exciting game with the visitors. The teams are expected to be a success for a few years.

**Radio Society To Visit Round Hill Estate Tomorrow**

Club Invites All Students to Attend-May Sign Up In Lobby

An invitation has been extended by the M. T. T. Radio Society to all members interested in radio engineering to join in visiting the Round Hill Estate tomorrow. The party will leave Walker Memorial in a group at 10:30 o'clock tomorrow morning, and will return to the College at 4 o'clock. Further details will be announced by the committee.

**CHRISTMAS PARTY DANCE TO BE HELD**

The annual Christmas party and dance given by the members of the Technology Christian Association will be held Saturday, December 14, at the T. C. A. office. The dance will begin at 8 o'clock and will end at 11 o'clock. Two dance bands will provide music for the dance, and refreshments will be served.

**Several Special Features**

There will be a special feature at the party in the form of a "Meet the Officers" dance. The officers of the Society will be present at the party to meet the members.

**Lancaster Looks to Kenne and Kenos**

"Lancaster" today, "Lancaster" tomorrow—such is fame—such is fame—such is fame. "Lancaster" today, "Lancaster" tomorrow, "Lancaster" forever. If you want to see a basketball game, see "Lancaster" tonight. The game will be played on the court at 7:30 o'clock.

**Varsity Cagers Win from Brown in Second Game**

Dorm Cheering Section Gives Nelson Ovation—Fresh Lose to 28--23

Searing their second victory this season, technology's varsity basketball team defeated the brown university varsity basketball team in the second game of the season in the Walker Memorial. The game was played on the court at 7:30 o'clock.

**PLAY HARVARD DEC. 18**

Dorm Cheering Section Gives Nelson Ovation—Fresh Lose to 28--23

Searing their second victory in their second game, technology's varsity basketball team defeated the brown university varsity basketball team in the second game of the season in the Walker Memorial. The game was played on the court at 7:30 o'clock.

**Ewing and Forest Plan London and American Tours**

Two members of the technology varsity basketball team plan to make tours of London and the United States during the winter. Ewing and Forest plan to make these tours to improve their skills and to add to their resumes. The team has been playing well this season, and they hope to continue their success.

**Nearly All Veteran Line-up With Two Exceptions—R. U. Old Rivals**

The varsity team kept the ball in Beaver territory nearly all veteran line-up, with Margolies and Peterson defense, and either Hall at left wing, Lucey at center, or May at goodbye. Nearly all veteran line-up, with Margolies and Peterson defense, and either Hall at left wing, Lucey at center, or May at goodbye.